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The Call To Discipleship - Introduction

	 This week we are going to look at discipleship and especially at what Jesus taught about being a disciple.  
You may be surprised to learn that there is a lot more to it than just being saved.  While salvation is a gift that 
disciples receive upon conversion, discipleship is what happens after that.  In fact, to be a disciple we must 
spend a lifetime demonstrating our obedience to Jesus and becoming like Him.  It is our following Jesus that 
mattered most to Him and so following Him should be our main desire and pursuit.

 Where are you at in your journey of discipleship?  We all have room to grow and it is my hope and prayer 
that during this 21 Days of Prayer and Fasting that you would have a renewed desire and vision to pursue God 
with all of your heart, mind, and soul.
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Day 1
Sunday, January 16th - Becoming a Disciple

And Jesus came and said to them, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go therefore 
and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy 
Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you. And behold, I am with you always, to the end of 
the age.” - Matthew 28:18-20

This a passage of scripture that we know all too well, Christ’s great commission.  In fact, we have heard 
so many sermons and lessons centered around this verse that it is easy to just skim over it.  However, there is a 
very important concept taught by Christ in this passage and I’d like to share it with you.

While this verse is often used as a battle cry to go out and save the lost (which it is) it is so much more.  
You see we cannot forget that we have not been commissioned just to go out and make converts or even “save” 
people, no we have been called to go out and make disciples.  A disciple is someone who demonstrates a 
willingness to follow and be obedient to Jesus Christ and His teachings within the framework of Christian 
community.  Isn’t this what this passage teaches us?  While the entrance into Christian community maybe 
through conversion and baptism the ultimate goal is not met there, it is met when those converts have learned 
to observe all that Jesus taught, and as we have learned recently all means all.  Yet most Christians stop at 
salvation and live their lives satisfied that they have accomplished all that Jesus required.  For far too many of 
us “all” means “some” and we inadvertently miss out on the greater blessing of becoming a true disciple.

How much of your life is lived according to Jesus’ teaching?  How much of your life is lived by some other 
philosophy?  How can you improve the way you apply God’s word to your life?  I’d like to encourage you to 
consider this today and consider what it would take for you to grow as a disciple.

Discipleship Principle #1
 To Be a disciple you must put into practice what the word of God teaches.

Today’s Prayer - Lord, God, I ask that you would awaken my soul to how I might be more concerned with 
my discipleship than with my salvation.  Help me to trust in your grace enough to learn how to be more like 
you and to live the truths that you shared in your teaching.  I pray that I may be a witness of your Lordship not 
only in my words but through my deeds.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - Ryan & Mandy Altman (Chatney, Cobe), Jeff & Wendy Altman (Abbie, Anabelle, 
Wyatt), Tiffany Armstrong (Pearl), Ethan Black, Mitch Bowman, Clark Bowman, 

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 2
Monday, January 17th - Abiding in God's Word

So Jesus said to the Jews who had believed him, “If you abide in my word, you are truly my disciples…” 
 - John 8:31

What does it mean to abide?  It literally means to live with.  If I abide with my family it means that I live 
with them and more importantly it means that as I do that I engage and interact with them on such a level that 
we influence each other.  Have you ever noticed that when you hang around with someone long enough that 
you start to become like them?  You use the same expressions, you make the same gestures, your mannerisms 
are similar, and you may even begin to look alike.  This is what it means to abide in God’s word.  It means that 
we live with the word of God so much that it shapes who we are.

In order to abide in God’s word there is an implication that we must become familiar with it.  It is not 
good enough that we have the scripture we have to read it, get acquainted with what it says, and let it 
transform our thinking.

How much do you know the scripture?  Do you read it frequently enough that it inspires and informs 
you?  These next 20 days are a great opportunity for you to begin a new habit.  If you need to read the word of 
God more then consider how you can make time in your day to read the Bible.

Discipleship Principle #2
To become a disciple you must familiarize yourself with the word of God enough that it shapes you.

 Today’s Prayer - Dear Lord, give me strength to prioritize living with your word.  I ask that you would 
raise up a greater hunger in me for your word.  As I read it would you use it transform my thinking and shape 
my behavior so that I might live according to it.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

 People to pray for - Colton & Hagan Brewer, Brian & Heather Burns (Nate, Taylor),  

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 3
Tuesday, January 18th - Give it Up

Therefore, any one of you who does not renounce all that he has cannot be my disciple. - Luke 14:33 

Ok, so this is where the going gets tough.  There is an old expression that you can’t have your cake and 
eat it to.  The idea is that you at some point have to make a choice, you can’t have it all.  This is true when it 
comes to following Jesus.  We can’t say that we are all in on Jesus if we are half out.  On a more significant 
level, you can’t say that you are serving the Lord  while you still serve the world.  God is not asking that we add 
Him into the mix of influences that we have in our lives, He’s asking to be our only influence.  In other words, 
He doesn’t just want to be something that we live for, He wants to be all that we live for.  Let me put it this 
way, would you get married to someone if at your wedding their vow sounded something like this, “...to have 
and to hold from this day forward, for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, to love 
and to cherish, until death do us part or at least until something else comes along that is more interesting.”  Doesn't 
sound too committed, does it?  I don’t think anybody would be shocked to find out that this couple got a 
divorce.  I know it sounds funny, but is it fair to say that many Christians go about following Jesus with the 
same mentality?  I will follow as long as something else doesn’t grab my attention.

This is why Jesus calls us to the place of renouncing.  To renounce is to reject and to follow Christ means 
that we need to reject everything else in favor of Him.  It’s not Him + everything else = a disciple, it’s Him - 
Everything else = a disciple.  Have you truly given up everything else in favor of Jesus?  Are their other things 
that capture your heart or have your allegiance?  To put it fairly, on our journey of discipleship we may discover 
that we haven't given it all, but don’t worry, we just need to put those things in check as we discover them.  
What do you need to put in check today?

Discipleship Principle # 3
To become a disciple you must be willing to follow Jesus to the exclusion of everything else.

 Todays Prayer - Lord God, I come to you in a spirit of repentance recognizing that I sometimes put other 
things before you.  Please forgive me when I do.  God in this moment I make this profession, that you and you 
alone are more important than anything else that this life has to offer.  I renounce all and I come willingly to 
you.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

 People to pray for - Lillah Cohen, Cora Cohen, Jewel Cohen, Violet Cohen, John & Gina Culver, 

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 4
Wednesday, January 19th - Being Like Christ

A disciple is not above his teacher, but everyone when he is fully trained will be like his teacher. - Luke 6:40

What is the goal of following Christ?  Is it to be a better person?  Is it to be a good person?  Or is it 
something more?  The truth is that as we follow Christ our goal is already laid out for us, we are to become like 
Him.  You see we are not at the center of Christianity, Christ is, which means that our faith and followership of 
Jesus is not about us it is about Him.  Yet it becomes easy for us to make it about us. We can get so focused on 
what God has done for us and how He helps us.  So,if we are not careful we can begin to see God as a servant 
who responds to our every wish and whim.  However, if we have been called to discipleship we must recognize 
that we have been called into the place of submission.  We are no longer independent and seeking our own 
ends, but we have taken on a master, a teacher, a leader and He is in charge.  The teacher by nature is above the 
student, not to rule and dominate, but for the purpose of teaching and training.  Our relationship with Christ is 
based on the fact that He is our model and teacher and that He will train us up in His wisdom so that we can 
one day be like Him.

Have you submitted to Christ’s authority for the purpose of being trained up in your faith?  Do you have 
it mind that your main goal in life is to become like Jesus?  We all struggle in this at times, but we must learn 
to depend on Jesus’ leadership which always takes us away from the troubles and temptations of life into 
greener pastures.

Discipleship Principle # 4
To become a disciple you must be willing to submit to Jesus’ authority.

 Today’s Prayer - Lord, I submit my heart to you and I ask that if there is any area of my life that I have 
kept for myself that you would take it.  I recognize that I am the student and that you are the teacher, so teach 
and train me in my faith so that I can be less like the person I used to be and more like you.  In Jesus’ name, 
Amen!

 People to pray for - Craig & Cindy Douglas, Bryan & Michelle Ewing (Malachi, Titus), JT & Hannah 
Faker. 

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 5
Thursday, January 20th - Sacrificial Living

Whoever does not bear his own cross and come after me cannot be my disciple. - Luke 14:27 

The cross represents so many thing to the Christian but at its core it is all about a sacrifice.  It is on the 
cross where Jesus gave himself as an offering for the sins of mankind that whosoever believes in Him would not 
perish but have eternal life.  The entirety of Jesus’ life led to that moment and He expected that we would be 
just like Him in this, that we would live our lives sacrificially for others.  You see the world teaches that we 
should live for ourselves and achieve the fulfillment of whatever our hearts desire.  Jesus actually calls us to live 
for others and to see that they might receive before we ever do. It’s not an easy teaching, but it is central to the 
gospel.  We who are saved and whose eternity is secure must be compelled to lay down our lives so that others 
might know Christ.  There was a song back in the 80’s called, “What about me?” and it was written from the 
perspective of someone who was trying hard to be noticed and who was being treated unfairly.  The chorus 
went...

What about me? It isn't fair 
I've had enough, now I want my share 

Can't you see, I wanna live 
But you just take more than you give

As disciples we are expected to give more than we take and to be ok with the fact that in this life it far 
less important to be recognized than it is to serve others.  If we are overlooked, if we do not get what we want, 
if we are left out, and if we are all of these things for the sake of the gospel then we are in the right place.  If my 
sacrifice saves someone then isn’t that sacrifice worth it?  It was worth it to Jesus it should be for us too.

Is your life marked by sacrificial living?  What have you given up in order to serve the Lord?  It can be 
difficult to always be giving and not receiving but I promise you that what you receive in the Lord far outweighs 
what you surrendered.

Discipleship Principle # 5
To become a disciple you must be ok with taking a back seat if it means that someone else might get closer to 

God.

Today’s Prayer - Father God, it is hard for me to give so that others might receive and even when I am in a 
good place with this there are times when I want to receive.  God, help me to follow your example and learn to 
live sacrificially, not so that I may be a push-over but so that I might by my sacrifice lead others to you.  In 
Jesus’ Name, Amen!

People to pray for - Richard & Barb Flory, Holly Gilbert (Emma, Lydia), Rebecca Gooden (Remington). 

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 6
Friday, January 21st -A Devotion to Community

So those who received his word were baptized, and there were added that day about three thousand souls. And they 
devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the prayers. And 
awe came upon every soul, and many wonders and signs were being done through the apostles. - Acts 2:41-43

Something that I believe that we need to consider about being a disciple is that we cannot be a disciple 
alone.  I have heard people make the claim that they don’t need to go to church in order to be a disciple but this 
is not true.  Well, it’s not true as long as you understand what church really is.  Church is not an event, it is the 
people who follow Christ.  Perhaps you don’t need to attend an event to get to know the Lord and there are 
many Christians living under persecution who simply cannot, but Christ never asked us to boil our faith down 
to meeting for a couple of hours a week on a Sunday morning.  If this is what church means to you, you need to 
expand your understanding.

In this passage we see what being a disciple meant.  It meant that they had chosen to follow Christ, but it 
also meant that they were devoted to fellowship which included teaching each other what they had learned 
from the Apostles, eating together, and praying.  It was in the environment of community where they saw God 
at work and where they were in awe because they were witnessing many signs and wonders.

You can say that you believe in Jesus and not go to church, that’s just an intellectual assertion.  You can 
even say that you don’t need to go to church to learn about God, after all we live in a culture where you can 
access teachers and preachers all day long on the internet.  But can you really say that you are a disciple if you 
are not a part of the church community?  Probably not for long.  You see it is in Christian community where we 
are encouraged, where we are accountable, where we are mentored and where we mentor, it is where we learn 
and grow from other’s examples and none of that can happen from a distance.

How devoted to Christian community are you?  Are you regularly involved with other disciples who spur 
your faith on?  In a world divided by a pandemic it us easy to get used to not meeting together, but we need to 
make every effort not to become isolated if we are to be disciples.

Discipleship Principle #6
To become a disciple you have to be involved in the lives of other Christians.

 Today’s Prayer - Lord, I ask that I can experience what Christian community is all about.  Surround me 
with brothers and sisters in Christ who encourage my faith and to whom I can encourage.  We pray for 
LIfeSong and we ask that it would be a place of true community where Christ is the head and where each 
person has a place.

 People to pray for - Bill & Susan Harrison (Ally, Riley), Linda & Dale Hoover, Bob & Cheryl Houser. 

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 7
Saturday, January 22nd - A Call to Love

By this all people will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one another.” - John 13:35

 The mark of a disciple is love.  Let that sink in for a moment.  The mark is not necessarily what you 
believe, although it does mark us.  The mark isn’t what church we attend or how we spend our time on Sunday 
morning, although a Christian will definitely be known for these things.  No, the mark is found in how well we 
love.  I imagine that when Jesus said this that the picture He had in mind was that His disciples were to be so 
loving that whenever someone was around another individual who seemed loving that their first assumption 
would be that this person must be a Christian.  I’m not sure if that is the case today, there are many people who 
have bought into the belief that Christians are judgmental and condemning.  I’ve been around Christians all of 
my life and that is not what I have seen, but stereotypes prevail.  So how do we become known for our love?

I would suggest two things.  First, we need to receive love from the Holy Spirit so that we even 
understand what love is.  God gives us love in abundance and it is out of His abundance that we give to others.  
The second is this, we must practice love.  This is one of the reasons that we need to be in community with 
each other so we can practice with each other.  As we learn how to do this with the people in our church family 
it becomes so much more obvious and reasonable to share love with the world.

The question is this, are you known for your love?  Do people see you as loving?  Loving others can be a 
dangerous and difficult thing because it leaves us open to being hurt, but love is often the key that opens the 
door to knowing God and so it is worth investing into.

Discipleship Principle # 7
To become a disciple you must be able to receive and give love.

 Today’s Prayer - Holy Father, lover of my soul, you have loved me even before I knew you and you have 
extended grace to me because of your love.  Help me God to love others.  Fill me with your love so that I can 
give your love to those who have never experienced it before.  May your church be known for its ability to love, 
especially today.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

 People to pray for - Anthony & Emily Huse (Anthony Jr, Sophia, Joslyn, Jack), Colton & Britiny Jones 
(Trustin, Zoey, Tobias).

What is God saying to me today?
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A Call To Spiritual Development - Introduction

 Nurturing our spiritual growth and development is vital to being a disciple.  We cannot afford to 
rest on the faith of others.  We must be personably responsible for learning and practicing our faith. 
Otherwise we are at best going to struggle to mature and at worst we leave ourselves open for 
deception.  Neither one of those are a lofty goal.  It is important that each Christian make every effort 
to grow in their faith, first for themselves and then for others.

What opportunities do you take everyday to develop your faith?  It’s all about habits and priorities 
and we all have to make choices about what we will do to mature in our faith.  My hope and prayer is 
that over this next week that you will reinvigorate a passion to know more, to grow more, and to show 
more.
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Day 8
Sunday, January 23rd, A Worthy Walk 

So as to walk in a manner worthy of the Lord, fully pleasing to him: bearing fruit in every good work and 
increasing in the knowledge of God... - Colossians 1:10

So what is the goal of spiritual maturity?  Is it to be the smartest Christian in the room?  Is it to be able 
to impress everyone else with your extensive knowledge of the Bible and theology?  No, the real goal is that we 
would walk in a manner worthy of God?  In other words, that God would be pleased with how we live out our 
faith.  In fact, that’s what Paul writes, he says that we would be fully pleasing to God.  Now that is a lofty goal 
and its one that gets us to ask the right questions.  If we start off by asking what can I do to please God, it 
points us in the right direction.  You see even sinners know that there are things we do that God wouldn't be 
happy with.  In fact, most people understand what sin is and how it upsets God, even if they choose to ignore 
it.  So maturity isn't about reaching some great level of knowledge in the faith, it really is applying what we’ve 
learned so that we can live it.  That is what bearing fruit in every good work and increasing in the knowledge of 
God is all about.  It means that the evidence of our maturity is found in the things we do.  As we get to know 
God more the more fruit we produce as we do good works.

What evidence for maturity exists in your life?  Does your actions bear spiritual fruit?  The religious spirit 
grades spiritual maturity on our knowledge, but God grades us by how much what we know influences what we 
do.

Spiritual Development Principle #1
To grow spiritually you must be more concerned with your actions than your knowledge.

Today’s Prayer - God of great mercy, I recognize that there are times when I disqualify myself because I do 
not think that I know enough or that I haven't been a Christian long enough.  God, help me to take my eyes off 
of these superficial things and help me to mature in my faith and may that be witnessed in the fruit of my 
works.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - Bob & Bernice Lindley (Akina), Maxine Lovvorn. Tony & Joy Lucas (Charlotte, Aiden, 
Wyatt). 

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 9
Monday, January 24th - Seek Solid Food

For though by this time you ought to be teachers, you need someone to teach you again the basic principles of the 
oracles of God. You need milk, not solid food, for everyone who lives on milk is unskilled in the word of 

righteousness, since he is a child. But solid food is for the mature, for those who have their powers of discernment 
trained by constant practice to distinguish good from evil. - Hebrews 5:12-14

Paul ends his thought with a great phrase, “trained by constant practice”.  His whole admonition here is 
that they have lost their edge and instead of being mature in their faith and being able to pursue the things that 
come with that maturity that they need to go back to the beginning and start over.  And why have they lost 
their edge?  Because they lost their consistency.  You see it is so important to spiritual development that you 
keep it going.  I’ve heard it said that there are two directions, you’re either heading closer to the Lord or you are 
heading further away.  We’d like to believe that we can just rest on our laurels and be ok, but it simply isn't 
true.  My son has fish tank in his room and a part of the responsibility is that you have to feed the fish 
otherwise they will die.  And just because you have fed them today it doesn't mean that you don’t need to feed 
them tomorrow, and the next day, and the next day, and on and on until they die from natural causes.  One 
feeding is not enough and to have truly healthy fish they need to be fed consistently.  It is the same with our 
faith, we need to feed our faith consistently otherwise we run the risk of going spiritually hungry.  Hunger is a 
funny thing, if you get hungry enough you’ll eat just about anything.  If you don’t feed regularly on God and His 
word, you’ll turn to other things.  This is why Paul warns them that without constant practice they won’t be 
able to distinguish good from evil.

So what about you?  How consistent is your investment into your faith?  Is it sporadic?  Do you feel like 
you are moving forward or backwards?  It’s easy to allow distractions to rob you of your time with the Lord, but 
its up to you to create space where you can be consistent.  Don’t get complacent, push yourself and you will be 
rewarded with a deeper faith.

Spiritual Development Principle #2
To grow spiritually you have to be in the habit of consistently feeding your faith.

Today’s Prayer - Heavenly Father, I want to grow in my faith and be someone who can handle the solid 
food of the faith.  Help me to arrange time to be consistent and I ask that you would remove the distractions 
and temptations that draw me away from you.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - Kim Matthews (Dakota, Bella, Lissia, Ryker), Miles & Haley McMindes, Andie & Jill 
Mears (Nolan, Lacie).

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 10
Tuesday, January 25th - Grow in Grace 

But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To him be the glory both now and to the 
day of eternity. Amen. - 2 Peter 3:18

Growth is essential to our spiritual development and we should seek after it with all of our effort, but it is 
not just in knowledge that we should be growing.  We should also be growing in grace.  Grace according to 
Christian theology is receiving from the Lord what we have not earned and do not deserve.  This is why the 
Bible proclaims that we have been saved by grace.  When God overlooks or forgives our sins it is an act of grace 
because each one of us deserves the penalty of our sin which is death.  So, when the Apostle Peter asks us to 
grow in grace we need to understand what he means.  He is not imploring us to grow in our need for grace or 
that we should expand the ways that God needs to show us grace.  Instead what Peter is asking us to grow in is 
our grace towards others.  As we mature spiritually we should gain a new perspective about the people around 
us, especially those who do not live according to the word of God.  We should approach them and treat them 
with grace.  In other words we should offer them what they have not earned from us and do not deserve.  Well, 
what does that mean?  Let’s keep this simple, it is forgiving when you have every right not to, it is loving when 
they only show you hate, it is taking care of them even though they take advantage.  It is all of these things and 
more, but it all comes down to giving them what they do not deserve but what God wants you to give.

Are you filled with grace towards others?  Do you treat others in kind or do you treat them like you want 
to be treated?  Its easy for us to treat others exactly how we have been treated and to return an eye for an eye, 
but God is in the midst when we extend grace to other, especially when they don’t deserve it.  Your ability to 
show grace opens doors for the gospel.

Spiritual Development Principle #3
To grow spiritually you have to treat others better than they deserve.

Today’s Prayer - Lord God, thank you that you have extended and that you always extend grace to me, 
even though I don’t deserve it.  Help me to extend grace to those around me who do not deserve it.  Help me to 
treat others the way you would and let that open a door for the light of the gospel to enter in.  In Jesus’ name, 
Amen!

People to pray for - Barry & Hilary Milleman (Lily, Conner, Laney), Mark & Michelle Mills.

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 11
Wednesday, January 26th - In His Will

And so, from the day we heard, we have not ceased to pray for you, asking that you may be filled with the 
knowledge of his will in all spiritual wisdom and understanding. - Colossians 1:9

When I was a younger Christian I overheard other Christians referring to being in the will of the Lord.  It 
was something that they seemed very concerned about and something that honestly confused me.  I mean I 
understood the concept, but there seemed to be this pressure to constantly check and make sure that you were 
in the center of God’s will.  When I talked to my friends it seemed so mysterious and it seemed like you had to 
work so hard to figure this out, and God forbid you couldn't figure it out. For a while it kind of scared me.  How 
was I to know what God wanted from me and how was I to know if I actually was in God’s will?  As I asked 
questions to those who were more mature in their faith, I found out that it wasn't quite that mysterious.  You 
see God has expressed His will for us through His word and being in God’s will is as simple as doing what God 
has asked us to do.  It just means that we are in alignment with God’s teaching and we are not going astray.

This passage of scripture is a beautiful reminder that our spiritual development leads us to wisdom and 
understanding when it comes to God’s will.  In other words the more we know about God the better equipped 
we are to please Him.

So the question is are you in the will of God?  Do you carry out your day doing what God wants you to do 
or is it spent doing whatever you want?  There are so many things that we need to do and that call for our 
attention, we have to work, take care of responsibilities, etc... but did you know that even in those things you 
can be focused on God and seek to perform those tasks in a way that honors Him?  Now is a good time to 
consider how can align your every day activities with God.

Spiritual Development Principle #4
To grow spiritually you need to honor God in everything that you do.

Today’s Prayer - Dear Lord, I pray that you would help me to see everything that I must do in the light of 
serving you.  Help me to be in your will and not forget that it is you that I am living for.  Give me a greater 
sense of eternity in the small moments.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - Bill Nichols, Chris & Heather Overmyer (Dillon, Clair, Kayleigh, Derek, Max).

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 12
Thursday, January 27th - Take your supplements

For this very reason, make every effort to supplement your faith with virtue, and virtue with knowledge, and 
knowledge with self-control, and self-control with steadfastness, and steadfastness with godliness, and 

godliness with brotherly affection, and brotherly affection with love. For if these qualities are yours and are 
increasing, they keep you from being ineffective or unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

- 2 Peter 1:5-8

 A few years back I had a friend whose mother would always ask her if she was taking her vitamins and 
drinking plenty of water.  She used to joke about her mom’s obsession with her health, but her mom genuinely 
cared about her and she figured if she was drinking plenty of water and taking her vitamins that she would be 
ok.  Of course supplements can help you be healthy.  They fill in any of the gaps left from our often imperfect 
diets.  Spiritually we’re not that much different.  We are exposed to all kinds of junk whether it be through 
social media, TV, music, or even just being around less than stellar characters all throughout our day.  All of 
these create gaps in our spiritual diets, areas that need to be fortified and supported.  The Apostle Peter gives 
us some supplements that we can take to strengthen our faith.  Here’s what he prescribes...virtue, knowledge, 
self-control, steadfastness, godliness, brotherly affection, and love.  Each one of these goes a long way to 
support us as we make every effort to live our lives for Christ.  When we strive after these things we at least 
have the ability to filter out more of the world’s junk and while we still need to be feeding on the right things, it 
makes it easier when your not so weighed down by garbage.

Are you supplementing your faith with with these behaviors?  It can be hard to live with things like virtue 
and self-control because most everyone else lives in compromise.  However, it is when we rise up to these 
supplemental behaviors that we grow in our faith and so it is vital for us to choose the high road.  Consider 
how you can rise to the occasion this week.

Spiritual Development Principle #5
To grow spiritually you need to behave morally.

Today’s Prayer - Lord God, I recognize that it is far easier to feed of the junk of the world, but I want to 
be filled with you.  Guide me Lord so that I might live in such a way as to model Godly behavior and avoid 
stooping low.  Lift me up to new heights.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - Matt Overmyer & Leah Price (Peyton), Levi & Taylor Pala, Ben Peace.

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 13
Friday, January 28th - Thoughts Matter

Brothers, do not be children in your thinking. Be infants in evil, but in your thinking be mature. 
- 1 Corinthians 14:20

Someone once observed that what you think about you become.  Our thoughts have the power to guide 
us.  It is why the Bible teaches us to take our thoughts captive because all sin starts out with a thought way 
before it ever becomes a deed.  In fact, the battle ground for your soul is most prevalent in your mind and so 
the Apostle Paul tells us to be mature in our thinking.  There is a vast difference between how a child thinks 
and how an adult thinks.  Have you ever been around a toddler who is trying to convince you that you can’t see 
them?  This usually turns into a game and it can be fun to play along, but in a child’s mind they really believe 
that they have the power to disappear.  Ever been around an adult that is trying to convince you that you can’t 
see them?  I hope not, that would be bizarre, but the reason it would be so strange is because as an adult we 
should have a much better capacity to reason, and so it should be with our faith.  When we are young in our 
faith and fairly immature we might struggle to resist temptation, we might even struggle and do dumb things, 
but as we grow we should know better.  We should be more aware of what is right and wrong, we should have a 
better knowledge of how the enemy attacks, and we should be better equipped to defend our thoughts and keep 
them aligned with Godly things.  The only thing we should remain childish about is evil. In this we should 
retain a purity and innocence.

What goes on in your mind?  Do you dwell on Godly things or do you let your mind wander?  Are you in 
control of your thoughts or are they in control of you?  This is an area that it is easy to get lost in and we all 
have impure thoughts of some kind but do we shut them down and redirect our thoughts back to Godly things 
or do we dwell just a little bit longer on them.  We need to be careful about the dwelling because in dwelling 
we open ourselves up to giving in and the Devil loves to get you to give into his plans for you.  You don’t have 
to let him win, you can be mature in your though life.

Spiritual Development Principle #6
To grow spiritually you must be in control of your thoughts.

Today’s Prayer - Dear Lord, I recognize that at times my thoughts are at odds with my soul.  God, would 
you help me to be more aware of when they are and would you give me the capacity to shut down any thoughts 
that are not Holy.  Lord, give me grace when I struggle and strength when I need it.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - Nate Peacock, Pat & Judy Peters, Luke Peterson (Nick, Serenity).

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 14
Saturday, January 29th - Bear Fruit

Every branch in me that does not bear fruit he takes away, and every branch that does bear fruit he prunes, 
that it may bear more fruit. - John 15:2

In our journey to grow we can be susceptible to discouragement.  Sometimes we just feel like we aren't 
growing much and sometimes we feel like we’ve messed up and that we’ve gotten away from God.  There are 
times that we might even feel like God is against us.  Of course God is not against us, He is for us and He 
wants the very best for us.  This doesn't mean that everything we do is perfect and blessed, sometimes we have 
to go through struggle to get to the blessing part.  A few years back we took the kids on a vacation and we went 
to some caves in Kentucky.  We had been in some caves a few years earlier and while they were fun they were 
pretty basic in terms of the length and overall complication of getting through the tour.  So I thought I was 
ready for anything.  That is until we were set to begin one of the cave tours.  Before we began they  explained 
that there was a large opening that we were about to enter and while we would be on a stairway that there was 
a lot of open space and it could be intimidating to people who didn’t like heights.  Also, they let us know that 
once we started that there was no stopping and the only way through was ahead.  Well none of that sounded 
great to me mostly because I am not a heights person, but I decided to forge ahead anyway.  I am glad that I did, 
because had I not chosen a few minutes of courage right up front, I would have missed out on the spectacle of 
the caves.  Our journey with Christ can be similar.  There are times when the road is rough and we might even 
think we can’t do it, but I have found that it is in the tough times that God is pruning us.  Pruning is a simple 
process where the plant is trimmed and shaped.  The plan by the gardener is not to harm the plant, but to make 
it even healthier so that it can produce better fruit or flowers.

Did you know that God is pruning you?  Are you aware that the struggles you face may be there to help 
you grow and not to harm you?  What if a better life, a better faith, lay just beyond the struggle would it be 
worth it?  We are not fans of dealing with adversity, but adversity from God is there to help us.  Sometimes we 
just need to stop resisting and allow the gardener to do His job and make our lives so much more fruitful.

Spiritual Development Principle #7
To grow spiritually sometimes we need stop resisting and let God do some pruning.

Today’s Prayer - Holy Father, help me to trust in your process.  I admit that I resist and even rebel when I 
feel that I am dealing with adversity, but I recognize that these are merely opportunities for me to grow in my 
faith and even for me to cut out areas in my life that are holding me back.  Lead me into victory and help me to 
bear more fruit.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - BJ & Darlena Propes, Jamie & Jammie Propes, Mike & Vicki Rardon.

What is God saying to me today?
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A Call To Community - Introduction 

 Community is a major part of our faith.  I have said it often that we have been saved into 
community.  If there has ever been a time when we can avoid people it is in our modern computer 
driven age.  We’ve all seen people sitting together yet staring at their phones instead of looking at and 
interacting with each other.  Sometimes we maybe have even been those people.  Technology has 
literally replaced things once reserved for human connection.  With technology filling in for people it is 
easy to be tempted to live out our faith alone.  However, this is not how the Christian should live, we 
are not meant to be alone, but together, and not just together for a weekly gathering, but together as a 
family all through the week.  This week we are going to explore what Christian community looks like in 
the Bible and my hope is that your commitment to your church family is renewed and invigorated.
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Day 15
Sunday, January 30th - Stirring Each Other Up

And let us consider how to stir up one another to love and good works, not neglecting to meet together, as is the 
habit of some, but encouraging one another, and all the more as you see the Day drawing near. - Hebrews 10:24-25

Habits are interesting.  You get into certain routines and then all of a sudden you find yourself doing stuff 
without even thinking.  You just go through the motions and you hardly recognize that this is the case.  Habits 
can be good or bad.  You could be in the habit of helping others, getting to places on time, or even going to 
church.  Of course there are bad habits too.  In this passage Paul mentions a bad habit, the habit of not going to 
church.  Recently I read some statistics from a couple of national polls where they looked at attendance trends 
in church.  I was shocked at what they considered a regular attender at a church.  Their definition was someone 
who went to church once or twice a month.  Now I’m no genius but in my estimation that is not a regular 
attender that is a regular visitor.  Either way you look at it all of the trends suggest that more people are 
attending church less, if at all.  This is not good.  Why?  Because we need each other. Being at church, spending 
time with other believers, that is where your faith is encouraged.  In those meetings your faith is stirred up and 
you are inspired to love others and do good works.  I watch a lot of football matches and early on during the 
pandemic I watched several matches where there were no fans in attendance, except the players, coaches, 
families, and staff.  It was so silent and kind of eerie and awkward, especially when a goal was scored.  At one 
point to compensate for the lack of fans they dubbed in crowd noises, which was interesting but still kind of 
weird.  There is an energy at a match that is filled with fans that cannot be compensated for when they are not 
there.  The same is true of church.  Together there is energy, encouragement, growth, mission, and purpose.  
Apart there is just an awkward silence.  It’s time to prioritize being connected in Christian community.

What has your attendance looked like lately?  Aside from illness or medical reasons, what is keeping you 
away?  We have so many choices of what we can do at any given moment and it has become acceptable to be 
inconsistent, but did you know that when you are not there it effects more than just you?  Your voice, your 
presence, it contributes into the greater tapestry of the church.  When you are missing so is your contribution.  
Now’s a great time to make a new commitment to being at church.

Community Principle #1
To live in Christian community you have to prioritize gathering with other believers.

Today’s Prayer - Dear God, I am thankful for the church family that you have given me.  I ask that you 
would draw us all into greater community starting at services on Sunday morning and reaching all throughout 
the week.  Help us to encourage each other with our presence and stir each other up towards greater works.  In 
Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for -  Shelby Reynolds, Ryan and Jeana Rucker (Bailey, Ryanne, Jayden), Joanna Rucker.

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 16
Monday, January 31st - Be Patient With Each Other

And we urge you, brothers, admonish the idle, encourage the fainthearted, help the weak, be patient with them all. 
- 1 Thessalonians 5:14

Did you know that not everyone is perfect at church?  I know, it’s a shock, right?  In fact, nobody is 
perfect at church.  We all have our struggles and we all have our successes in our journey with the Lord.  Yet 
people outside of church love to lobby the insult that church people are just as bad as they are.  Of course, its 
not really the case it just makes them feel better about not being at church and it justifies their dislike of 
religion.  I’m not worried about what outsiders think.  What can be frustrating though is when people within 
the church like to play holier than thou with each other.  Of course it can be difficult to watch other people who 
are newer to the faith struggle, especially in areas that seem so obvious to those who are further along, but oh 
how we forget that we used to frustrate more mature Christians in the beginning as well.  Here’s the truth, 
church or Christian community is meant to be a place where the wiser and potentially older believers have a 
Godly patience for the faltering of the newbies.  In fact, those who are further along are meant to help them 
along by admonishing them, encouraging them, and helping them so that they can grow and mature in Christ.  
Furthermore, the maturer brothers and sisters should have a heart that is for the ones who struggle and they 
should want to give them guidance.  After all if it’s not for those who have been through it and are now on the 
other side then who will it be?  Or do we wish that each generation will need to reinvent the wheel?  Christian 
community is all about helping each other along, helping each other to make it, and passing on what we have 
learned to those who still need to learn those lessons.

Do you get upset with other Christians when they fail or do you jump in and offer help?  It’s far easier to 
be critics and to opine about the good ole days and how you and your peers would have never done it that way, 
but its far more effective to extend love and grace with a touch of wisdom to those who need it.  Be someone 
who is slow to criticizing and quick to guiding.

Community Principle #2
To live in Christian community means that you will invest into the maturing of other believers.

Today’s Prayer - Gracious father, I have needed your help and the help of other good Christians in my 
journey.  I thank you that I was poured into and I pray Lord That you would use me to pour into others who are 
coming up behind me.  Grant me patience and understanding so that I might be an encourager and make me 
more aware of when I am discouraging others.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - Bill & Mary Saltwell, Randy & Susan Sims.

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 17
Tuesday, February 1st - United We Stand

That there may be no division in the body, but that the members may have the same care for one another. If one 
member suffers, all suffer together; if one member is honored, all rejoice together. Now you are the body of Christ 

and individually members of it. - 1 Corinthians 12:25-27

 As you read the New Testament writings you will notice a common theme, that  those who were a part of 
the church were so involved in each other’s lives that what happened to one was felt by another.  In other 
words, they were emotionally invested into each others lives enough that when one was hurting the others 
were hurting as well.  Likewise, when one was doing well and was rewarded everyone was excited for them and 
shared in the joy.  Of course, you cannot have that kind of experience from afar, it requires a greater level of 
intimacy than that.  It truly requires that we share in each other’s lives.  This is the model of the New 
Testament church.  When Paul taught that we are all members of the body of Christ and that together we are 
one, he meant that we belonged together.  This is why he implores us to avoid divisions.  As we disconnect 
from each other we lose community and when we lose that we break down the very fabric of the church.  Tell 
me, has there ever been a church split in a congregation that was unified?  Or does that sort of thing occur only 
when divisions arise?  Satan’s greatest ploy against the church is to break it up and that happens when we lose 
our sense of togetherness.  In the church everyone belongs and all are necessary to the healthy function of 
community.  We need to embrace each other’s strengths and even our quirks because God is the one who has 
brought us together and all of those things add up to a beautiful picture.  Only Christ can gather the rich 
together with the poor, the in’s with the out’s, the healthy with the sick, and all manner of races and 
backgrounds.  So, we should discontinue to value what previously divided us in favor of unity in Christ, and not 
just the kind of unity where we put up with each other but the kind of unity where people care too deeply for 
each other.

How invested into other Christian’s lives are you?  Is it easy to ignore your brothers and sisters in christ 
who don’t make sense to you?  It is east to gather around people you like and can relate easier to, but the 
challenge of Christian community is that it looks past our worldly affiliations and focuses on our eternal 
affiliations.  Who do you ignore at church?  Maybe now is a good time to try and reach out and get to know 
them instead.  Maybe God will use that relationship to open up new doors of faith for you.

Community Principle #3
To live in Christian community we need to value each other as equal members of the body of Christ.

Today’s Prayer - God I ask that you help me to value everyone that you have called into the church.  Teach 
me to get beyond the superficial relationships that are easy to maintain and bless me with friendships I could 
never have put together.  Lord, I ask that your church would be unified through you.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - Paxton & Jayne Snowberger, Doug & Paulette Spille.

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 18
Wednesday, February 2nd - Burden Bearers

Bear one another's burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ. - Galatians 6:2

Have you ever been in a position where you needed help?  Perhaps just a little bit of encouragement?  Life 
tends to throw curveballs at us and we can be in a position where we just don’t have the strength to fight.  
Sometimes life just wears us down.  Now, have you ever been in that position and someone stepped in and gave 
you an encouraging word, did something nice for you, or maybe just even sat there with you and listened as you 
lamented?  How did that make you feel?  Most likely that gave you the boost you needed to get out of your 
funk.  Did you know that one of the greatest parts about Christian community is that we have been given the 
task of bearing one another’s burdens.  You see the reason that a kind gesture helps us out in our time of need 
is that it takes the burden off of our back.  It lightens the load and gives us some hope.  In church you are never 
alone and it is our responsibility to make sure that nobody has to deal with their problems on their own.  Of 
course that means that we have to be invested in each other’s lives enough that we know what’s going on with 
each other and/or we need to be in a place where we feel comfortable enough to share.  Either way, your 
burdens are to be tended by the congregation so that the enemy has no room in those dark moments to tempt 
or destroy any one of us.

When other Christians struggle in their faith or are overwhelmed by circumstances do you jump in and 
help, or do you run and hide?  Helping other people can be hard because it means taking on their problems and 
its easy enough to not want to get sucked in.  Yet everyone has this excuse, they’ll say something like, “I’ve got 
my own problems to deal with!”  This is the opposite of God’s Kingdom.  In God’s plan all of our problems 
would be taken care of and taken care of efficiently.   We wouldn’t have to deal with our issues on our own, but 
we would all be supported.  Doesn’t that sound like a better plan?

Community Principle #4
To live in Christian community we need to support each other in and through difficult times.

Today’s Prayer - Father God, I admit that life can be difficult and we all can get discouraged at times.  
Open our eyes to see that in your church we do not have to face it alone.  Help me to see the needs around me 
and give me wisdom and strength to be a part of the solution, so that your church might live relieved of 
burdens and healthy.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - Trevor & Sara Stinson (Gracie, TJ, Elaina), Andy & Sherry Stoll, Melinda Stoll, Kristie 
Stoll.

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 19
Thursday, February 3rd - Nobody is Too Good
Live in harmony with one another. Do not be haughty, but associate with the lowly. 

Never be wise in your own sight. - Romans 12:16

Have you ever been around someone who genuinely thinks too much of themselves?  We knew a guy 
years ago who was the epitome of this.  He was constantly boasting of how much better than everyone he was.  
He talked down about everything that everyone else did.  He always had to impress you with what he knew and 
it always seemed to be his goal to make sure that you knew that he knew more.  He was condescending and 
arrogant on a good day and downright hurtful on a bad one.  Yet he was just an extreme version of a weakness 
that we each struggle with.  By nature (the sinful nature that is) we have a tendency to grade other people and 
categorize them.  Are they people we feel comfortable with?  Do we consider them less educated, less 
important, less sophisticated than us?  These observations can be benign at times, but they can also cause us to 
ignore others or disassociate with them.  Believe it or not, we can sometimes use these evaluations to judge 
others even within the church.  I literally had an individual tell me that they no longer were attending our 
church and what was their reason?  Well, it included the idea that we were blue collar, farmer types, who liked 
to do unrefined things like shoot guns and hunt and they had found a place with a classier group of Christians, 
you know upper crust, more influential people within the community.  I wasn’t sure what to say.  However, in 
Christian community none of this should even matter.  That is one of the awesome things about it, that people 
from all walks of life can interact with each other on an even playing field.

Think about who you spend time with at church, are they all people just like you or do they include a mix 
of people from all walks of life?  It’s easy to avoid people who live lives very different than you, but God calls us 
to embrace the variety and to learn from it.  One of the greatest influences in my faith was a janitor, his job was 
certainly not prestigious, but his faith was larger than life and his prayers shook the world around him.  
Consider who you might embrace more in the church.

Community Principle #5
To live in Christian community you must embrace people from all walks of life.

Today’s Prayer - Gracious Heavenly Father, who am I to distinguish one person from another when you 
have embraced all of those who live by your name.  Help me to see the differences less and to connect with 
people that are not like me.  Help me to enjoy and learn from the diverse people you have gathered.  In Jesus’ 
name, Amen!

People to pray for - Brad & Colleen Stroetz (Genevieve, Tyler), Bud & Marlene Stroetz, Jennifer Stroetz.

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 20
Friday, February 4th - Getting Real

Therefore, confess your sins to one another and pray for one another, that you may be healed. The prayer of a 
righteous persons has great power as it is working. -  James 5:16

 We live in an age where image is everything.  Blame it on social media or whatever you wish.  People are 
far more concerned about presenting a pristine image of themselves than they perhaps ever have been.  It’s not 
hard as you skim across people’s posts and images to get the feeling that everyone else’s life is so perfect and 
wonderful all the while feeling worse about your own.  When all you look at is other people’s highlight reel its 
easy to understand why you would feel less enamored by your own situation.  The problem is that highlight 
reels are just that, the best moments cobbled together to present a glorified version of reality.  The problem 
may start on platforms like Facebook or Instagram but it doesn't end there.  Far too many people feel the 
pressure of constantly presenting an image that everything is fine and dandy.   So when they are around other 
people its hard to simply tell the truth about what you feel or are struggling with.  We wouldn’t want anyone to 
get the idea that we are not perfect, even for a minute.  Long before social media we had another version of 
this.  You’d ask how people were doing and you never really anticipated hearing a complaint.  Most people put 
on a smile and said that they were doing great, even if they weren’t.  This is not what Christian community is 
meant to be like.  We are supposed to be transparent with each other, even to the point of confessing your sins.  
Why?  Well its not so that we can know all the dirt about someone else in the church.  It is so that we can 
engage in prayer for each other which will lead to healing and remedy.  We have all sinned and everyone has 
skeletons in the closet, but when we can get real with each other we can break the cycle and see each other 
freed.  That can never happen when we are more concerned with our image, in fact we will end up living under 
the weight of our sins and struggles as long as we hide them.

How transparent is your life?  Do you have some Christian brothers or sisters that you can be honest 
with?  It’s easy to get into the routine of keeping things to ourselves and fighting our battles on our own, but 
there is something powerful that happens when some close believers jump in the fight with you.  Maybe you 
can get together with some believers that you can trust to open up with.

Community Principle #6
To live in Christian community you must be willing to let people see the real you.

Today’s Prayer - Lord, there is such a temptation to always act like everything is ok, even when it is not.  
God, I want to be real with my church family and I need some people that I can trust to tell the truth to.  Help 
me to find and connect with them.  In Jesus’ name, Amen!

People to pray for - Howard & Becky Taulbee, John & Julie VanCleve (Megan).

What is God saying to me today?
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Day 21
Saturday, February 5th - Love Above Everything Else

 Beloved, if God so loved us, we also ought to love one another. - 1 John 4:11

As we close out these 21 days of prayer and fasting, I want to leave you with this admonition, of all of the 
things concerning Christian community the most important thing is that we love one another.  You see the 
reason we can be transparent, the reason that can get involved in each others lives, the reason that we can do 
all of those things is based on whether or not we actually love each other.  You see there are many things that 
you might do for other people, but you will definitely do a lot more for someone that you love.  In fact, for 
someone that you love you will drop most anything to help them out, because you care so much for them that 
nothing else matters.  This is a true story.  I absolutely hate doing dishes.  I blame it on my childhood.  A part 
of our chores from a young age was that we had to do the dishes.  My sister and I would rotate every other 
night and we were responsible to clean everything up, by hand no less.  I wasn’t a fan to start with, but my 
forced labor (I’m joking of course) pushed me over the edge.  If it was up to me we’d use paper plates and 
disposable utensils every night just so I could easily throw away the dishes.  Have I told you how much I hate 
doing dishes?  But here is the thing, I will happily do dishes for my wife especially when I know that she has 
had a long and busy day because I love her more than I hate doing dishes.  One wins out over the other. This is 
at the core of Christian community, a love that is sacrificial where we happily serve one another.

Are you willing to love your church family?  Are you happy to serve them?  Doing things for others can 
certainly be a challenge, but when you have love you have a reason.  Perhaps the best place to start is not in the 
serving, but making the effort to learn how to love and if you are loving already maybe its time to put that into 
action?

Community Principle #7
To live in community you must learn to love people like God has loved you.

Today’s Prayer - Dear God, in this final day of our 21 day journey I ask for you to shower me with your 
love and affection so that I can understand what love should look like.  Help me to love others well and to serve 
them from the place of care and not obligation.  Thank you for these past three weeks.  May the things that I 
have learned and grown in remain with me.  In Jesus' name, Amen!

People to pray for - TJ & Lacie Wagner (Elizabeth, Emma, Liyah, Liam), Logan an Erica Warf (Mia, Layla).

What is God saying to me today?
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